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Abstract: This study examines the angular distribution of scattered solar radiation associated with
wildfire smoke aerosols observed over boreal forests in Canada during the ARCTAS (Arctic Research
of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites) campaign. First, it estimates
smoke radiative parameters (550 nm optical depth of 3.9 and single scattering albedo of 0.90) using
quasi-simultaneous multiangular and multispectral airborne measurements by the Cloud Absorption
Radiometer (CAR). Next, the paper estimates the broadband top-of-atmosphere radiances that a
satellite instrument such as the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) could have
observed, given the narrowband CAR measurements made from an aircraft circling about a kilometer
above the smoke layer. This estimation includes both an atmospheric correction that accounts for the
atmosphere above the aircraft and a narrowband-to-broadband conversion. The angular distribution
of estimated radiances is found to be substantially different than the angular model used in the
operational data processing of CERES observations over the same area. This is because the CERES
model is a monthly average model that was constructed using observations taken under smoke-free
conditions. Finally, a sensitivity analysis shows that the estimated angular distribution remains
accurate for a fairly wide range of smoke and underlying surface parameters. Overall, results from
this work suggest that airborne CAR measurements can bring some substantial improvements in the
accuracy of satellite-based radiative flux estimates.
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1. Introduction

There is a growing body of evidence that suggests an increasing frequency of biomass burning
worldwide, and that future climate change could lead to increased occurrences of wildfires [1–5]. It is
also widely recognized that natural forest and brush fires along with agricultural biomass burning
constitute major sources of atmospheric aerosols that affect local to regional weather patterns as well
as global climate [6]. This is especially significant, as aerosols are one of the most important sources of
uncertainties in current assessments of the Earth’s energy budget [6].

Satellite observations of reflected sunlight provide the best estimates for characterizing
regional/global shortwave top-of-atmosphere (TOA) fluxes, and for quantifying their changes over
time (a full list of acronyms is provided in Table 1). However, spaceborne measurements are subject
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to the inherent limitation that at any given time, a satellite can observe only the sunlight an area
reflects into a single direction or a set of directions close to a single azimuthal plane. This poses a
significant challenge in the accurate determination of radiative fluxes, because the angular patterns
of scattered radiation greatly vary both with the satellite viewing geometry and with the scene type
determined by the properties of the surface (e.g., ocean, desert, vegetation, snow/ice), clouds (e.g.,
cloud fraction, cloud optical depth, cloud particle size and phase, 3D cloud structure), and aerosols
(e.g., amount, particle size, absorptivity). Thus, estimating the total amount of reflected radiation
requires accounting for the angular dependence in the radiance field using angular distribution models
(ADMs). To construct ADMs for radiance-to-flux conversion directly from measurements, the Clouds
and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) uses anisotropy factors that are derived from the
angular bin method or employ analytical functions [7–10]. Such ADMs introduce uncertainties into
satellite-based estimates of solar reflection and heating—and not just into estimates of top of the
atmosphere (TOA) fluxes, but also into estimates of the entire flow of radiative energy within the
earth-atmosphere system. In turn, the uncertainties propagate into physically based, extended-range
weather and climate forecasting [7]. These uncertainties arise from assumptions of physical models [11]
used in deriving the ADMs, and from uncertainties in identifying which satellite observations—taken
from different view directions—can be combined statistically when developing angular models for a
particular scene type [9,10].

Table 1. List of acronyms used in this paper.

Acronym Meaning

3D Three-dimensional
AATS Ames Airborne Tracking Sunphotometer
ADM Angular distribution model
AOD Aerosol optical depth

ARCTAS Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites
ASTER Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer

BRF Bidirectional reflectance factor
CAR Cloud Absorption Radiometer

CERES Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System
CMF Coarse mode fraction

DISORT Discrete Ordinates Radiative Transfer
EOSDIS Earth Observing System Data and Information System

f sfc Factor for surface parameters
IR Infrared

libRadtran Library for radiative transfer
MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NDVI Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
PSAP Particle Soot Absorption Photometer
RMS Root-mean-square
RTLS Ross-Thick-Li-Sparse

S Spectral slope parameter
SSA Single scattering albedo
TOA Top-of-atmosphere
UTC Coordinated Universal Time

It is well known that smoke aerosols can significantly modify the Earth’s radiation budget [12–15],
as they affect the reflection and absorption of shortwave (solar) radiation. We note that the extinction
efficiency is lower in the longwave than in the visible for the more typical smoke particle sizes less
than 1 µm, while the converse is true for particles larger than 2 µm [16]. To help improve shortwave
flux calculations over biomass burning regions with high concentrations of smoke aerosols, several
studies developed smoke ADMs [15,17], but the validation of such new ADMs is very challenging due
to a lack of suitable multiangular data.
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Airborne measurements offer unique opportunities for observing the angular distribution of
reflected shortwave radiation, as an aircraft circling above can take nearly simultaneous observations
from all azimuthal directions. For example, measurements by the airborne Cloud Absorption
Radiometer (CAR) have been used to evaluate theoretically-based ADMs for snow surfaces [18] and
to characterize the angular patterns of reflection from other surface types including ocean, clouds,
deserts, and vegetation [19]. Multiangle measurements from different azimuth angles can not only
provide accurate angular models, but also help characterize the radiative and physical properties of
observed scenes [20], thus helping to tie ADMs to scene parameters such as the Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI).

In this study, we analyze airborne observations of a forest fire smoke plume observed over boreal
forests in Canada during the Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and
Satellites (ARCTAS) campaign. The observations are used to estimate radiative properties of wildfire
smoke, and to develop the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) ADM applicable to broadband satellite datasets
such as CERES. Furthermore, we estimate the range of applicability of this ADM by examining its
sensitivity to variations in atmospheric and surface parameters.

The outline of the paper is as follows. First, Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the observations and
radiative transfer simulations, respectively. Section 3.1 then discusses the estimation of radiative
properties for the observed smoke plume. Next, Section 3.2 calculates a broadband TOA ADM for
smoke aerosols. Finally, Section 3.3 examines the range of applicability for this ADM and Section 4
presents a brief summary.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Airborne Observations

ARCTAS was an extensive NASA airborne field campaign to investigate the chemistry of the
Arctic’s lower atmosphere [21]. Flights were based in Alaska during April 2008 and in western Canada
during June and July 2008. The primary goal of ARCTAS was to better understand the factors driving
current changes in Arctic atmospheric composition and climate, including (1) transport of mid-latitude
air pollution, (2) boreal forest fires, (3) aerosol radiative forcing, and (4) chemical processes.

In this study, we focus on deriving angular distribution models for smoke-laden atmospheric
columns using unique multiangular-multispectral measurements from CAR observations and radiative
transfer simulations. Such ADMs are needed to convert the radiance measurements at a given
Sun–satellite geometry to outgoing reflected solar radiative fluxes [9].

The CAR instrument was flown aboard the NASA P-3B aircraft, whose payload included 10
primary instruments for measuring aerosol optical depth, aerosol extinction and scattering, aerosol size
distribution [22,23], solar spectral (0.380–2.200 µm) downwelling and upwelling irradiance [24],
broadband downwelling and upwelling solar (0.2–3.6 µm) and IR (4.5–42 µm) irradiance [25]
(http://airbornescience.nasa.gov/instrument/BBR), angular distribution of scattered radiation [19,26],
cloud condensation nuclei [27,28], and NO2 and carbon monoxide [29,30]. The base meteorological
and navigational measurements were provided by the Project Data System, which was the primary
navigational data system for P-3B investigators [31]. CAR data are the primary dataset for this
investigation; when necessary, they are analyzed in synergy with other coincident datasets. Specifically,
we also use above-aircraft aerosol optical properties from the Ames Airborne Tracking Sunphotometer
(AATS) [32], in-situ aerosol single scattering albedo and particle size observations from the Particle Soot
Absorption Photometer (PSAP) [33], and surface parameters from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS).

CAR is an airborne multiwavelength scanning radiometer designed to operate from various
aircraft platforms (Figure 1; [19]). It has a unique design with a wide field of regard (190◦) and a small
instantaneous field of view (1◦), which allows it to scan in a plane perpendicular to the direction of
flight and provides views of the Earth-atmosphere scene from zenith to nadir on the right side of the

http://airbornescience.nasa.gov/instrument/BBR
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aircraft. Data are always sampled simultaneously and continuously for 8 spectral bands from 0.34 to
1.27 µm (0.34, 0.38, 0.47, 0.68, 0.87, 1.04, 1.22, 1.27 µm) plus for one of the six bands on a filter wheel
(1.66 µm for the flight analyzed here).
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Figure 1. (a) The NASA P-3B at NASA Ames Research Center, California, USA in June 2008 during the
ARCTAS field experiment. (b) CAR observations of a smoke plume during ARCTAS flight #2017 on
July 02, 2008 at 20:04 UTC to 20:07 UTC, over Cold Lake, Canada. This is a false-color composite image
(blue = 0.47 µm, green = 0.87 µm, red = 1.04 µm). Position along the horizontal axis represents time,
and thus, location along the flight path. Position along the vertical axis represents viewing zenith angle,
with cloud absorption radiometer (CAR) looking straight up at the top and straight down at the bottom.
The observations were collected as the aircraft flew into a smoke plume; the image also features clear
sky, clouds, forests, and lakes. (c) Illustration of the CAR scanning pattern. The instrument scans in full
circles perpendicular to the flight direction, but instrument housing blocks the view on the grey-shaded
side. The used dataset has a 1◦ arc resolution that matches the 1◦ instantaneous field-of-view. This
study uses observations only from the down-looking segment of each scan (marked by a dotted line).

CAR data are stored and distributed in netCDF format by the NASA Earth Observing System
Data and Information System (EOSDIS). The data used in this study are available at https://disc.gsfc.
nasa.gov/datasets/CAR_ARCTAS_L1C_V1/summary. Each data file contains calibrated Earth and/or
sky view measurements. For each CAR band, the data are formatted in a polar coordinate system,
where the viewing zenith angles range from 0–180◦ in half-degree intervals, and the relative azimuth
angles range from 0–360◦, in 1◦ intervals. Thus, zenith angles of 0◦ and 180◦ represent looking straight
down and straight up, respectively, and azimuths of 0◦ (or 360◦) and 180◦ represent forward scattering
and back scattering, respectively.

For over three decades, the CAR instrument has been used for measuring the angular
distribution of reflected solar radiation of natural ecosystems worldwide in multiple campaigns [19].
These measurements have been used to derive the spectral and angular distribution of reflectance
(bidirectional reflectance factor, or BRF) at the full range of zenith and azimuth angles, and thus are

https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/CAR_ARCTAS_L1C_V1/summary
https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/CAR_ARCTAS_L1C_V1/summary
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valuable for assessing the accuracy of satellite-derived angular models, surface bidirectional reflectance
distribution functions, and atmospheric corrections [19,34,35].

CAR’s radiometric performance is well characterized [36], which allows the instrument to be used
for satellite calibration/validation activities as well.

This study analyzes CAR data collected during Flight #2016 [37]. The data examined here was
collected over Saskatchewan, Canada (57.06◦N, 104.78◦W) on June 30, 2008, around 22:45–22:48 UTC
(local time: 15:45–15:54) as the aircraft circled above a smoke plume at an altitude of 5380 m. The surface
elevation was ~500 m and the solar zenith angle was 53◦. Figure 2 shows the smoke plumes observed
from a satellite and from the aircraft.
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Figure 2. Views of the wildfire smoke plume analyzed in this study. (a) Satellite image taken by the
Aqua MODIS instrument about two hours before the aircraft observations. The white grid has a 1◦ by
1◦ latitude-longitude spacing. The red circle indicates the area where the analyzed CAR observations
were collected. The yellow X indicates Cold Lake, where the aircraft was based. (b) View of the
analyzed smoke plume and clouds protruding from the dense smoke layer. The photo was taken from
the NASA P-3B aircraft at 22:49 UTC on June 30, 2008, as the aircraft circled above the smoke plume
and CAR collected the observations analyzed in this paper.

2.2. Simulations

This study analyzes CAR observations using radiative transfer simulations performed using
the libRadtran Version 2 radiative transfer simulation package [38,39], which is publicly available at
http://www.libradtran.org.

The simulations are carried out using the Discrete Ordinates Radiative Transfer (DISORT) solver
included in libRadtran. The calculations include correlated-k spectral integration using k-values from
libRadtran’s Kato2 table for shortwave broadband simulations (an optimized version of the k-values
in [40]), and the reptran table for single CAR band simulations. The libRadtran simulations are set
up to provide flux values as well as radiances at 10◦ angular resolution; these radiances are then
interpolated to the 1◦ resolution of CAR measurements.

The simulations assume a cloud-free subarctic summer atmosphere. We note that, as can be seen
in Figure 1b, some clouds were embedded in the observed smoke plume. As it will be highlighted
in Section 3.2, the embedded clouds affected the observations and the derived ADMs for some very
oblique view directions; this is one reason why very oblique views were not used in the smoke
parameter estimations discussed in Section 3.1. More generally, the radiative impact of clouds in CAR
smoke observations during ARCTAS has been analyzed in [41].

In performing the simulations, we assume a bimodal aerosol size distribution that includes
both the accumulation mode and the coarse mode of the MODIS Collection 6 absorbing/smoke land
aerosol model in Table 1 of [42]. As noted in [42], this aerosol model was developed to represent
aerosols from forest/vegetation fires and developing industrial regions. About 10 minutes before the
CAR observations were taken, the P-3B aircraft passed through a smoke plume and the Particle Soot

http://www.libradtran.org
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Absorption Photometer (PSAP) instrument reported 530–550 nm single scattering albedos around 0.89
and submicron fractions around 0.82—which, for the MODIS smoke models, implies a coarse mode
fraction of 0.18. As discussed below in Section 3.1, this study estimates aerosol optical depth (AOD)
and wavelength-dependent single scattering albedo (SSA) by minimizing the differences between
simulations and CAR observations.

The simulations assume that the smoke layer was between 0.5–4.5 km altitudes above the surface.
While the plume base was not seen from CAR as the P-3B aircraft did not enter the plume right near
the location of analyzed CAR observations, the 500 m base altitude appears to be a reasonable estimate:
About 45 minutes before the CAR observations analyzed here were taken, the P-3B aircraft flew through
a plume at around 700 m altitude, revealing that the plume base was below 700 m. Brief sensitivity
tests indicated that small changes in smoke base altitude would not significantly impact the results
presented here.

In considering aerosols above the aircraft, the simulations assume non-absorbing particles with
scattering properties similar to those of smoke. While this may be a questionable assumption, the impact
of uncertainties should be quite small, as the aerosol layer above the aircraft was very thin. Specifically,
coincident measurements from the AATS onboard the aircraft indicated that the above-aircraft AOD
was 0.017 at 500 nm.

In addition, the calculations simulate surface reflection using the Ross-Thick-Li-Sparse (RTLS)
model [11]. The initial estimates of input parameters for this model at seven visible and near-infrared
wavelengths are obtained from the MODIS land product MCD43C1 [43]. Parameters at these seven
MODIS wavelengths are then interpolated/extrapolated to cover the entire solar spectrum at a
high spectral resolution (2 or 20 nm at wavelengths shorter or longer than 800 nm, respectively).
This interpolation/extrapolation forces the spectral variations between two MODIS wavelengths to
follow the shape of conifer albedo spectral variations in the ASTER spectral library (http://speclib.jpl.
nasa.gov; [44]) at the library’s (2 or 20 nm) spectral resolution.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Scene Characterization

This study aims at characterizing broadband TOA ADMs by taking advantage of the information
content of multiangle, multispectral CAR measurements. Connecting observations available at discrete
wavelengths to broadband fluxes inherently requires radiative transfer simulations. The previous
section described some aspects of these simulations; here we discuss additional scene characterization
that was needed to facilitate realistic broadband simulations. The goal here is to obtain a realistic set of
aerosol parameters that we will then vary as we develop statistical relationships between CAR spectral
and TOA broadband ADMs. Since we will perturb the scene parameters anyway, pinning down the
exact values of aerosol optical depth and absorptivity is less critical in this particular study. We note,
however, that in a recent study, CAR data was used to explore the benefits of multiangle observations
for estimating scene albedos and surface parameters such as NDVI [20].

The most important goal of our scene characterization effort is to estimate the optical depth of the
observed smoke plume. AOD retrievals are available for the MODIS Aqua image taken about two
hours before the CAR observations, but CAR retrievals of aerosols are important because AOD can
vary sharply in fresh smoke plumes. In addition to AOD, we also estimate the absorptivity of smoke
particles. This is important because we analyze CAR measurements taken about 10 minutes after PSAP
provided information on smoke absorption—and that information came from a different location,
where smoke may have had a somewhat different age and radiative properties. The adjustments
of PSAP absorptivity values can also help mitigate the impact of PSAP absorption measurement
uncertainties, which are about 20% according to the PSAP data file.

http://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov
http://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov
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Overall, CAR-based retrievals provide three smoke parameters: AOD at 550 nm, single scattering
albedo at 550 nm, and the slope (S) that characterizes the wavelength-dependence of single scattering
albedo through

SSA(λ) = SSA550nm +
(
SSAMie

λ − SSAMie
550nm

)
S, (1)

where λ is wavelength in nm and SSAMie is the single scattering albedo of the used MODIS aerosol
model. The slope parameter, S, allows us to adjust the steepness of the SSA wavelength dependence,
which is important because earlier studies found this steepness to be quite different for different smoke
plumes [45–47]. We note that, in essence, Equation (1) uses the MODIS aerosol model as a source of a
priori information on the spectral shape of the SSA(λ) function, and then it adjusts this shape using S
in order to best fit the CAR observations.

The retrievals estimate the AOD, SSA, and S values that allow libRadtran simulations (see
Section 2.2) to best match the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) values observed by CAR. Following
the notations in [19], BRF is defined here as

BRF(λ,θ,ϕ) =
π I(λ,θ,ϕ)
µ0 F0

, (2)

where I is radiance [W/m2/µm/sr], θ and ϕ are the viewing zenith and azimuth angles, µ0 is the cosine
of the solar zenith angle, and F0 is the extraterrestrial solar irradiance [W/m2/µm]. Observed and
simulated BRFs are compared at 380 and 470 nm wavelengths, where smoke has a strong impact
and the underlying surface is dark (ensuring that surface variability does not cause large retrieval
uncertainties). The comparison considers BRFs for viewing zenith angles less than 70◦; more oblique
observations are not used in order to limit any complications due to horizontal variations in smoke
and surface properties and to avoid the effects of clouds observed at very oblique angles (Figure 1b
and Section 3.2).

The retrievals found that libRadtran simulations best match the CAR observations for
AOD550nm = 3.9, SSA550nm = 0.90, and S = 1.0. As an illustration, Figure 3 shows the angular
distribution of the observed and the best matching simulated BRFs at 470 nm. The figure shows that
the simulations capture the dominant patterns of observed angular variations, although they slightly
overestimate oblique values near the solar plane and underestimate sideways reflection. We note that
our estimates of aerosol parameters have significant uncertainties, as the root-mean-square (RMS) error
between the observations and simulations remains below the 5% level of CAR calibration uncertainty
if AOD is between 3.5 and 8, and SSA is between 0.893 and 0.905. (The range extends to such high
AODs because of the weak sensitivity of reflectance to optical depth in such thick and absorbing
plumes.) Regardless of the exact value of the AOD, we can say confidently that the observed smoke
layer had a dramatic impact on solar radiation: The simulated overall shortwave radiative forcing for
the best-estimate aerosol parameters (AOD = 3.9, SSA = 0.9, S = 1) are 73 W/m2 and 460 W/m2 at the
top of the atmosphere and the surface, respectively, with these values varying by only a few and a few
dozen W/m2 within the range of retrieval uncertainty. We reiterate, however, that the main goal of our
retrievals is not to pin down exactly the smoke properties, but to obtain base values around which
we will perturb scene parameters when we develop statistical relationships between CAR data and
broadband TOA BRFs (in Section 3.2).
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Figure 3. Angular distribution of 470 nm BRF values in (a) CAR observations, (b) best-matching
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delineates the region (θ < 70◦) used in scene parameter estimation.

3.2. Broadband Top-of-Atmosphere Angular Model

As mentioned in the introduction, the main purpose of this study is to explore the usage of
airborne CAR measurements for deriving and examining broadband angular models at the top of
the atmosphere. Such TOA models are used, for example, in satellite studies of the Earth radiation
budget [8–10].

Obtaining TOA broadband ADMs based on CAR observations involve two tasks: estimating the
radiative effects of the atmosphere above the aircraft, and filling the gaps between CAR wavelengths.
In other words, the two tasks are: (a) conversion from aircraft altitude to TOA, and (b) narrowband to
broadband conversion.

We carry out these two tasks by combining them into a single linear regression—an approach
that has been successfully used in earlier studies for narrowband-to-broadband conversions [48,49].
Our initial calculations use the equation

BRFTOA
BB (θ,ϕ) =

∑Nλ

i = 1
[a(θ,ϕ) + bi(θ)·BRFCAR

i (θ,ϕ) + ci(θ)F
↑CAR
i ], (3)

where Nλ is the number of CAR spectral bands (= 9), while a, b, and c are regression coefficients
(discussed below). BRFCAR

i values are calculated from the CAR-observed radiances using Equation (2),

and the F↑CAR
i upwelling flux values are obtained from these BRFCAR

i values through angular integration.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the three terms on the right side can account for (a) the effect of reflection
by atmospheric layers above the aircraft (b) attenuation of CAR-observed upwelling radiation above
the aircraft, and (c) atmospheric scattering above the aircraft that redirects the upwelling radiation
observed by CAR into the direction (θ,ϕ). We note that term a is related to the path radiance used in
earlier studies [50], but in our case, this term includes only the effects of the atmosphere above the
aircraft and cannot be directly observed by itself. Instead, the values of a(θ,ϕ) are obtained through
libRadtran simulations assuming a thick, fully absorbing aerosol layer at aircraft altitude (with input
AOD550nm = 10, SSA550nm = 0.0, S = 0.0).
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the three processes estimated by the three terms in Equation (3):
reflection by the atmosphere above the aircraft (a), attenuation of CAR-observed upwelling radiation
above the aircraft (b), and enhancement of top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiance by high-altitude scattering
of the upwelling radiation observed by CAR (c).

Let us mention that, instead of combining our two tasks—atmospheric correction and
narrowband-to-broadband conversion—into a single-step regression, one could use radiative transfer
modeling for the first step and use regression only for the second step. A such two-step approach
would be more complex but also more accurate, as it would not use the assumption that radiance
enhancement by scattering above the aircraft (process c in Figure 5 and the last term in Equation (3))
depends only on the amount and not the angular distribution of upwelling radiation. However (as it
will be discussed in the second paragraph of Section 3.3), in our case the relative error of our single-step
regression approach is only about 0.3% for the atmospheric correction and narrowband-to-broadband
conversions combined. Therefore, using a more accurate method for the atmospheric correction part
of our task could provide only small (< 0.3%) benefits in return for the added complexity. However,
we need to keep in mind that the benefits may become more significant in case of more anisotropic
radiance fields, for example for very low sun.Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 16 
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Figure 5. Regression coefficients used for Equation (4).

In practice, the calculation of regression is performed by dividing the solar spectrum into 9 intervals
centered around each CAR wavelength, and then estimating broadband TOA BRFs as a sum of BRF
integrals over each spectral interval ( ˆBRFTOA

i ):

BRFTOA
BB (θ,ϕ) =

Nλ∑
i = 1

wi ˆBRFTOA
i (θ,ϕ) =

Nλ∑
i = 1

wi
(
ai(θ,ϕ) + bi(θ)·BRFCAR

i (θ,ϕ) + ci(θ)F
↑CAR
i

)
, (4)

where wi tells what fraction of the total TOA solar irradiance lies within the ith spectral interval
(
∑Nλ

i = 1 wi = 1).
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As mentioned in Section 3.1, the bi(θ), and ci(θ) regression coefficients in Equation (3) were
determined through linear regression over simulated BRF values. In particular, 100 triplets of
libRadtran simulations were performed, yielding ˆBRFTOA

i , BRFCAR
i , and F↑CAR

i values for 100 scenes.
The simulations used the parameters described in Section 3.1, except that for each of the 100 scenes,
five of the scene parameters had values chosen from uniform random distributions within the
following ranges (centered around our best-guess estimates of scene parameters): 2 ≤ AOD550nm ≤ 6,
0.89 ≤ SSA550nm ≤ 0.91, 0 ≤ S ≤ 2, 0 ≤ f sfc ≤ 2, and 0.136 ≤ CMF ≤ 0.236. Here, f sfc is a factor by which
all parameters of the Ross Thick Li Sparse model (Section 2.2) are multiplied to represent surface
variability, and CMF is the aerosol coarse mode fraction.

Figure 5 shows the azimuthally averaged values of the coefficients ai(θ,ϕ) obtained from libRadtran
simulations, and the bi(θ) and ci(θ) coefficients obtained through regression for the 100 scenes. Panel a
shows that coefficient a decreases toward longer wavelengths and smaller viewing zenith angles (that
is, shorter optical paths) due to the weaker Rayleigh scattering by the air above the aircraft.

Panel b shows that at shorter wavelengths (Bands 1–4), b-values increase with wavelength,
as Rayleigh scattering by the air above CAR gets weaker. At longer wavelengths, however, Rayleigh
scattering is already very weak and further weakening does not make much of a difference. Instead,
at those wavelengths, the spectral dependence of b-values is influenced mostly by absorption above
the aircraft: For example, the values for Band 6 centered around 1040 nm are so high because there is
very little Rayleigh scattering and gaseous absorption in the 6th spectral interval ranging from 955 nm
to 1100 nm (e.g., [51]; https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Solar_Spectrum.png). The figure also
shows that for the most part, coefficient b decreases with increasing viewing zenith angle for the UV-VIS
bands, as the transmission through the air above the aircraft gets smaller for longer, more oblique paths.
At longer wavelengths near nadir, however, the b-values increase with viewing zenith angle. This is
because the b and c values are estimated through a regression that may be influenced by nonlinearities
and by inherent correlations between the BRFCAR

i and F↑CAR
i values (that are multiplied in Equation (4)

by b and c, respectively). We note that we can avoid this hard-to-physically-interpret increase in b by
setting the c-values to zero, but this would result in a significant (> 30%) increase in the RMS error of
the regression for the 100 scenes.

Figure 5c shows that as b drops near nadir at long wavelengths, c increases in compensation.
The figure also shows that, apart from this compensatory increase, c-values tend to increase at shorter
wavelengths and more oblique views due to the stronger Rayleigh scattering and longer optical paths.
Finally, we note that the compensatory behavior of b and c implies that each of the two coefficients
represents not a single process, but a combination of the red (extinction) and yellow (enhancement)
processes in Figure 4.

Figure 6a shows the TOA broadband ADMs estimated by applying Equation (4) to the CAR
observations, and then applying the definition of ADMs

ADM(θ,ϕ) =
BRF(θ,ϕ)∫

2π cos(θ′)BRF(θ′,ϕ′)dϕ′dθ′
(5)

where the denominator is the upward flux (calculated as the weighted integral of BRF values over the
down-looking hemisphere). Following the pattern of CAR observations (e.g., Figure 3a), the estimated
ADM values increase for oblique view directions, with an especially strong increase in the forward
direction (due to a forward peak in the smoke particle scattering phase function). In addition, Figure 6a
also displays behaviors not present in Figure 3a: a smaller peak in the backscattering direction and
well-pronounced small-scale patterns in less oblique directions. These features are caused by the
vegetated surface hotspot and by spatial variations in surface type, which can influence TOA reflectance
at the longer wavelengths where Rayleigh scattering and smoke effects are weak. In addition, the effects
of small bright clouds embedded into the smoke layer (see Figure 1b) appear at very oblique view
directions around 150◦ azimuth.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Solar_Spectrum.png
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by applying Equation (4) to the CAR observations. (b) The June 2008 CERES clear-sky ADM for the
location of CAR measurements.

In turn, Figure 6b shows the CERES TOA broadband clear sky ADM most applicable to the scene
observed by CAR. This is the monthly mean ADM for the 1◦ by 1◦ area located over the CAR scene
that was developed using CERES rotating azimuth plane observations taken between 2000 and 2004
on Terra spacecraft. Over land, clear-sky reflectance measured by the CERES instruments over each
1◦ latitude by 1 ◦ longitude for every calendar month were stratified by NDVI (measured at TOA)
and cosine of viewing zenith angle. For each stratification, the modified Ross-Li fit [52] was used to
characterize the TOA anisotropy [10]. The stratification by TOA NDVI was intended to capture the
anisotropy variations as the aerosol loading changes, as greater TOA NDVI corresponding to smaller
AOD and vice versa. The aerosol loading during the period used to develop the ADM was much
smaller (AOD at 550 nm on the order of 0.1–0.2) than in the case considered here. Thus, the CERES
ADM is different from the ADM derived for this thick smoke plume case (AOD at 550 nm is 3.9).

We note that due to the high optical depth of the observed smoke plume, the CAR ADM in
Figure 6a is actually more similar to CERES thin cloud ADMs than to the CERES clear-sky ADM in
Figure 6b. For example—even though the markedly smaller size and stronger absorptivity of smoke
particles cause significant differences between smoke and cloud reflection—both the CAR smoke and
CERES cloud ADMs have the largest values in forward (and not back) scattering directions. In turn,
the CERES clear-sky ADM in Figure 6b is more similar to CAR observations collected over forests
on days with low aerosol loading (e.g., Figure 6c of [19]): In both cases, the dominance of surface
reflection causes the largest values to appear at back scatter directions.

3.3. Sensitivity of the Angular Model to Variations in Scene Parameters

The differences between Figure 6a,b illustrate the fact that ADMs can vary substantially with
surface and atmospheric conditions. This raises two questions: What is the uncertainty of the ADM in
Figure 6a, and how applicable is this ADM for other cases of wildfire smoke?

We characterize the uncertainty of the ADM in Figure 6a through the uncertainty of the regression
used for deriving it. Specifically, we compare the accurate, libRadtran-simulated TOA broadband
ADMs of our 100 scenes (see Section 3.2) to the regression-estimated ADMs we get by applying
Equations (4) and (5) to the same 100 scenes. The mean absolute value of the difference is 0.003,
indicating that the uncertainty is quite low as long as the scene parameters remain within the ranges
considered in the 100 scenes (for example, AOD is between 2 and 6). We note, however, that this
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estimate does not include the effects of assumptions that were constant for all 100 scenes, for example
the assumption of an average subarctic summer humidity profile.

To gauge how applicable the CAR-based ADM in Figure 6a is for other, satellite-observed smoke
plumes, we next examine libRadtran-simulated TOA broadband ADMs. In particular, we check how
the ADMs change if we vary the 5 scene parameters that were considered in obtaining the regression
coefficients a, b, and c (in Section 3.2): AOD550 nm, SSA550 nm, S, f sfc, and CMF. When varying the
parameters one-by-one, the results show that the RMS change in ADM values (specified for each
view direction at a 1◦ angular resolution) remains below 1% within the following parameter ranges:
3 < AOD550 nm < 6, 0.888 < SSA550 nm < 0.912, 0.2 < S < 2.7, 0.3 < f sfc < 4.5, and 0.13 < CMF < 0.28.

We note that the wide range for variations in f sfc may not only encompass variations in forest
albedo, but may also allow applying this ADM to smoke plumes over surfaces other than coniferous
forests (such as deciduous forests, or other—especially vegetated—dark surfaces). One possibility
for testing whether the ADM could be used in a particular region would be to compare its RTLS
parameters (e.g., from the MODIS MCD43C1 product) to those of the ARCTAS area: Are the ratios of
corresponding RTLS parameters of the two areas within the f sfc range that implies a 1% RMS change in
the ADM (0.3–4.5)?

It is also important to consider whether CAR-based ADMs can be applied to satellite observations
taken at slightly different solar elevations. LibRadtran simulations based on the smoke parameters
estimated in Section 3.1 show that if the solar zenith angle changes from the 53◦ of CAR observations to
50◦ (of hypothetical satellite observations), the RMS change in ADM values is 2.8%. Fortunately—unlike
scene parameters—the solar zenith angle is usually well known. This raises the possibility of estimating
what BRFTOA

BB,CAR (the CAR-based TOA broadband BRFs needed to get ADMs) would be for slightly
different solar elevations:

BRFTOA
BB,CAR

(
θ,ϕ,θsat

0

)
= BRFTOA

BB,CAR

(
θ,ϕ,θCAR

0

) BRFTOA
BB,simul

(
θ,ϕ,θsat

0

)
BRFTOA

BB,simul

(
θ,ϕ,θCAR

0

) , (6)

where θsat
0 and θCAR

0 are the solar zenith angles of satellite and CAR observations, and BRFTOA
BB,simul is

the TOA broadband BRF simulated by libRadtran for the scene parameters estimated in Section 3.1.
The usefulness of Equation (6) can be characterized through libRadtran simulations. For this, we first
simulated BRFTOA

BB,CAR

(
θ,ϕ,θCAR

0

)
values using the scene parameters estimated in Section 3.1. We then

simulated BRFTOA
BB,simul

(
θ,ϕ,θsat

0

)
and BRFTOA

BB,simul

(
θ,ϕ,θCAR

0

)
values for a lower AOD (2.1 instead of 3.9,

a drop that caused a 3% RMS change in ADM values). We then used these BRFs in Equation (6)
to estimate BRFTOA

BB,CAR

(
θ,ϕ,θsat

0

)
, and then used Equation (5) to get the corresponding ADM values.

This yielded a modified CAR-based ADM, whose RMS difference from the exact ADM (obtained
through libRadtran simulations for θsat

0 ) was less than 0.5% (instead of the original 2.8%).
Finally, let us combine our individual estimates by assuming that the five considered scene

parameters and the solar elevation vary independently within the ranges mentioned above (e.g.,
3 < AOD < 6, 50◦ < θ0 < 56◦). Since individual variations in each parameter cause 1% RMS change
in ADM values (or 0.5% for θ0), we estimate that CAR can provide ADMs applicable to satellite
observations with an RMS uncertainty of

√
5 ∗ 12 + 0.52% =

√
5.25% ≈ 2.3%. An overview of the

sensitivity results is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Ranges for scene parameter variations causing 1% root-mean-square (RMS) deviations from the
estimated smoke ADM shown in Figure 6a. If individually, independent variations in each parameter
cause 1% deviation, the total RMS deviation will be 2.3%. The used regression method adds another
0.3% uncertainty to the estimated ADM.

Parameter Range

AOD550 nm 3–6
SSA550 nm 0.888–0.912

S 0.2–2.7
f sfc 0.3–4.5

CMF 0.13–0.28
SZA 50◦–56◦1

1 Range causing 0.5% ADM change.

4. Conclusions

This study examined the angular distribution of sunlight reflected from a wildfire smoke plume
that was observed over boreal forests in Canada during the ARCTAS campaign. The study characterized
this angular distribution using multiangular, multispectral observations by the Cloud Absorption
Radiometer (CAR) that were taken from an aircraft that circled above the plume. The study combined
CAR observations with data from other airborne and satellite instruments (AATS, PSAP, MODIS) to
constrain possible scene properties, and with radiative transfer simulations to interpret the observations.

First, the study estimated some key radiative properties of the observed smoke plume. An iterative
procedure was used to find the smoke parameters that allow simulations to best match all CAR
observations with a viewing zenith angle less than 70◦. The best-estimate result from this procedure
was a 550 nm aerosol optical depth of 3.9 and single scattering albedo of 0.9.

Next, the paper developed a technique to use the narrowband observations that were taken
from an aircraft flying about a kilometer above the smoke layer and estimate the broadband TOA
radiances a satellite instrument such as CERES would have observed. This regression-based technique
included both an atmospheric correction for the impacts of the atmosphere above the aircraft and a
narrowband-to-broadband conversion. The empirical regression coefficients needed for this technique
were determined through radiative transfer simulations in which the estimated parameters of the
smoke plume were perturbed randomly. The calculated ADM was found to be substantially different
from the monthly average ADM used in the operational data processing of CERES observations over
the same area. The magnitude of the difference depends on view direction, but it typically changes the
estimated radiative flux values by dozens of percent. The CERES ADM is so different because it was
constructed using data collected under much lower aerosol optical depth conditions than the thick
plume case considered here.

Finally, a sensitivity analysis showed that the estimated ADM remains accurate for a reasonably
wide range of smoke and (forested) surface parameters and solar elevations. This implies that
a full ADM derived using multi-angular and multi-spectral airborne observations of the angular
distribution of scattered radiation could help improve the accuracy of radiative flux estimates that are
based on broadband satellite observations over a fairly wide range of (forested) surface, atmospheric,
and illumination conditions.

Overall, the results are expected to help improve satellite-based estimates of the radiative
effect of wildfire smoke. This, in turn, can lead to more realistic treatment of wildfire smoke in
climate simulations. Given the significant radiative impact of smoke and the observed and foreseen
increasing frequency of wildfires, the results can, ultimately, contribute to improving the accuracy of
climate predictions.
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